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Abstract

We present an extension of snap rounding from straight-line segments (see Guibas

and Marimont, 1998) to Bézier curves of arbitrary degree, and thus the first

method for geometric rounding of curvilinear arrangements. Our algorithm takes

a set of intersecting Bézier curves and directly computes a geometric rounding of

their true arrangement, without the need of representing the true arrangement ex-

actly. The algorithm’s output is a deformation of the true arrangement that has all

Bézier control points at integer points and comes with the same geometric guar-

antees as in straight-line snap rounding: during rounding, objects do not move

further than the radius of a pixel, and features of the arrangement may collapse

but do not invert.
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1 Introduction and related work

Putting geometric algorithms into practice is a challenging task for several well-

known reasons, most prominently the delicate dependency between numerical and

combinatorial computations. Often, algorithms are designed for exact arithmetic.

Naive use of finite-precision arithmetic in its place is a recipe for disaster.

One solution is to design specific algorithms that can cope with numerical

imprecision in a controlled manner. We mention two recent examples for arrange-

ments of curves. Milenkovic and Sacks [15] compute an approximate arrange-

ment and prove, under certain empirically justified assumptions on the underlying

numerical solver, that there exists a perturbation of the input which realizes the

computed arrangement. Halperin and Leiserowitz [9] show how to actually carry

out a controlled perturbation of the input such that fixed-precision arithmetic suf-

fices; see also [14]. The guarantee offered by these methods bounds backward

error: the result is correct for a slight (implicit or explicit) perturbation of the

original input.

A more general approach is the Exact Geometric Computation (EGC) paradigm

coined by Yap (see [20]) that demands exact determination of geometric relations,

using as much numerical precision as necessary. General-purpose geometry li-

braries such as CGAL [3] [12] and LEDA [13] [12] have successfully implemented

EGC. Yap [21] gave an EGC algorithm for intersecting Bézier curves, solving the

difficult case of tangential intersections with subdivision up to a separation bound,

which may be costly. EGC delivers error-free results, but these results live on an

island: Exact coordinates of newly computed objects cannot be used “as is” in

traditional file formats or APIs with fixed-precision number types; it is necessary

to round them. Also, EGC implementations with exact construction of objects

suffer from exponential coordinate growth in cascaded constructions (see [16]) if

no intermediate rounding takes place.

Our contribution follows a third approach, which we introduce by way of its

classical example: Consider a planar arrangement of straight-line segments rep-

resented by a graph. Vertices are labelled by their cartesian coordinates. Edges

represent the line segment between their endpoints; they may not intersect in their
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interiors. We want to round all vertex coordinates to, say, integers. Rounding

means moving each vertex, and thus implicitly also its incident line segments.

Doing that may introduce spurious crossings of segments, so a mere numerical

rounding of vertex coordinates would make the geometry implied by the vertex

coordinates inconsistent with the graph data. Also, it would invert the true topol-

ogy. What one desires instead is a geometric rounding that modifies the graph

data as well, such that (i) the data structure remains consistent, and (ii) the orig-

inal topology is preserved to some extent. A method to perform such geometric

rounding can be used to reduce numeric precision in an existing arrangement; e.g.,

to export an exact arrangement from the EGC island. Moreover, such a method

gives rise to algorithms that compute a rounded arrangement directly and thus can

avoid the costly exact computation of intersection points. In either case, one ob-

tains a result with bounded forward error: the output is close to the true result for

the given input.

The problem of rounding planar arrangements of straight-line segments, as

well as its three-dimensional extensions, have been in the focus of the research

literature on geometric rounding. Formulations that prescribe full preservation of

topology are often NP-hard, as shown by the fundamental result on the hardness

of preserving the nesting relationship of planar polygons within a given toler-

ance [17]. Efficient methods are known if the geometric rounding is allowed to

collapse small features and to create new contacts in narrow settings. For pla-

nar arrengements, we mention the early work by Greene and Yao [7], followed

by the popular snap rounding, due to Hobby [11] and independently Greene [6],

and shortest-path rounding by Milenkovic [16], which can result in less addi-

tional vertices than snap rounding. Efficient implementations of snap rounding

have been treated by Guibas and Marimont [8], Goodrich at al. [5] and de Berg

et al. [1]. Variations of snap rounding are iterated snap rounding by Halperin and

Packer [10], and the extension to boolean operations on polygons by Devillers and

Guigue [2].

Our result We extend snap rounding from straight-line segments to Bézier curves

of arbitrary degree, and thus attain the first method for geometric rounding of

curvilinear arrangements. We have chosen snap rounding, because it allows proof

techniques that generalize well from the straight-line case to our setting. We study

Bézier curves, because they are ubiquitous in applications and can represent all

polynomially parameterized curves, e.g., pieces of splines. Also, it is clear how to

round one Bézier curve, namely by rounding its defining control points, and how

this affects the curve. (In contrast, it would not be so clear how to round a segment

of an algebraic curve.) The convex hull of the control points encloses the curve,

and this straight-line enclosure gives us a point of attack for the generalization

from line segments.
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In Section 2, we review basics on Bézier curves necessary to describe the

actual algorithm in Section 3. The algorithm receives a set of input curves and

subdivides them until it has approximated intersection points sufficiently to de-

termine their rounding, and until the enclosing polygons are tight enough so that

rounding succeeds. Here, subdivision serves a double purpose: locating intersec-

tion points (cf. [21] [18, §3.7]) and breaking curves, like ursegments are broken at

hot pixels in straight-line snap rounding. Section 4 presents a geometric analysis

of the output. We extend the arguments of [8] for straight-line snap rounding to

the polygonal enclosures of the rounded Bézier curves, and thus to the rounded

curves themselves. We arrive at the same geometric guarantees as known from

straight-line snap rounding: During rounding, objects do not move further than

the radius of a pixel (Theorem 8). Features of the arrangement may collapse but

do not invert; in particular, the cyclic order of non-collapsed edges around a vertex

is preserved (Theorem 18).
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2 Basics on Bézier curves

A Bézier curve [18] [4] of formal degree n > 0 is a parameterized curve b : [0,1]→
R

2 expressed as b(t) = ∑n
i=0 biB

n
i (t) using arbitrary control points b0, . . . ,bn ∈R

2

and the Bernstein polynomials Bn
i (t) =

(

n
i

)

t i(1− t)n−i for i = 0, . . . ,n. Notice that

b(0) = b0 and b(1) = bn. The polyline b0b1 · · ·bn := b0b1∪b1b2∪· · ·∪bn−1bn is

called the control polygon1 of b(t). As the Bernstein polynomials on [0,1] form a

non-negative partition of unity, the trace b([0,1]) of b(t) is a subset of the convex

hull conv{bi}i = conv{b0, . . . ,bn} of the control points. We call conv{bi}i the

enclosing polygon of b. Recall that a parameterized curve is said to be regular at

t if the tangent vector b′(t) is non-zero.

Given b(t)= ∑n
i=0 b0

i Bn
i (t) and α ∈ (0,1), one can subdivide b(t) into b−(t) :=

∑n
i=0 bi

0Bn
i (t) := b(αt) and b+(t) := ∑n

i=0 bn−i
i Bn

i (t) := b((1−α)t +α) with the

de Casteljau algorithm by setting b
j
i := (1−α)b

j−1
i +αb

j−1
i+1 for all j = 1, . . . ,n

and i = 0, . . . ,n− j. Unless indicated otherwise, we subdivide at α = 1
2
. The

new control polygons b0
0b1

0 · · ·b
n
0 and bn

0bn−1
1 · · ·b0

n are contained in conv{bi}i.

Their concatenation b0
0 · · ·b

n
0 · · ·b

0
n is a better polyline approximation of b(t) than

the original control polygon. Repeating subdivision recursively on the subcurves

produces a quadratically convergent sequence of polyline and polygon approxi-

mations to the Bézier curve formed by the concatenated control polygons or en-

closing polygons, respectively. We look at a Bézier curve in exactly this way: it is

a curve whose position is known through a polygonal enclosure that can be refined

further if needed.

The derivative of b(t) = ∑n
i=0 biB

n
i (t) is again a Bézier curve: As d

dt
Bn

i (t) =

n(Bn−1
i−1 (t)−Bn−1

i (t)), one has b′(t) = n∑n−1
i=0 ∆biB

n−1
i (t) with ∆bi := bi+1 −bi.

Let m be a unit-length vector. We call a sequence or function increasing in direc-

tion m, or m-increasing, if its image 〈m, · 〉 under projection onto m is increasing

(in the strict sense, equality is not permitted). We also say monotone instead of m-

increasing if any increasing direction m exists. We say that b(t) is bcp-increasing

1This is the established terminology, even though the control polygon is not a polygon but a

polyline.
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in direction m, or bcp-monotone, if its Bézier control points b0, . . . ,bn are increas-

ing in direction m.

Lemma 1. A Bézier curve b(t) = ∑n
i=0 biB

n
i (t) is bcp-monotone if and only if

0 /∈ conv{∆b0, . . . ,∆bn−1}.

Proof. If 〈m,bi+1〉 > 〈m,bi〉, then 〈m,∆bi〉 > 0 for all i < n, so any convex com-

bination of the ∆bi lies in the half-plane 〈m, · 〉 > 0; this implies 0 /∈ conv{∆bi}i.

Conversely, 0 /∈ conv{∆bi}i implies the existence of a half-plane 〈m, · 〉 > 0 com-

prising conv{∆bi}i, giving us a bcp-increasing direction m.

Rounding may create repeated control points bi = bi+1. Let uniq((b0, . . . ,bn))
denote the maximal subsequence of (b0, . . . ,bn) in which no two successive points

are equal. We call a non-constant Bézier curve b(t) weakly bcp-monotone or

weakly bcp-increasing in direction m, if uniq((b0, . . . ,bn)) is m-increasing.

Lemma 2. A Bézier curve b(t) = ∑n
i=0 biB

n
i (t) is weakly bcp-monotone if and

only if 0 /∈ conv({∆bi}i \{0}).

Lemma 3. Let b(t) = ∑n
i=0 biB

n
i (t) be a Bézier curve that is weakly bcp-increasing

in direction m.

(i) The function t 7→ b(t) is m-increasing and thus injective for t ∈ [0,1].
It is regular for t ∈ (0,1); if b(t) is bcp-increasing, it is regular for t ∈ [0,1].

(ii) The endpoints b(0) and b(1) are extreme points of conv{b0, . . . ,bn}.

(iii) Subdivision of b(t) at α ∈ (0,1) yields subcurves which are weakly bcp-

increasing in direction m and whose enclosing polygons intersect only at

b(α). If b(t) is bcp-increasing, so are the subcurves.

Proof. Ad (i). It suffices to show 〈m,b′(t)〉 > 0 for t ∈ (0,1); injectivity at 0 and

1 follows from continuity. We have b′(t) = n∑n−1
i=0 ∆biB

n−1
i (t), and Bn−1

i (t) > 0

for t ∈ (0,1). If ∆bi 6= 0, then 〈m,∆bi〉 > 0. Hence all terms of 〈m,b′(t)〉 are

non-negative, and there is at least one positive term, as b(t) is non-constant. If

b(t) is bcp-increasing, we also have b′(0) = ∆b0 6= 0 and b′(1) = ∆bn−1 6= 0.

Ad (ii). b0 and bn are the unique minimizer and maximizer, resp., of 〈m, · 〉 in

the set {b0, . . . ,bn}.

Ad (iii). The two subcurves are b−(t) = ∑n
i=0 bi

0Bn
i (t) and b+(t) = ∑n

i=0 bn−i
i Bn

i (t).
The concatenated left, lower, and right sides of a truncated de Casteljau trian-

gle consisting only of rows 0, . . . , j form a sequence (b0
0, . . . ,b

j
0, . . . ,b

j
n− j, . . . ,b

0
n).

For j = 0, this is the control polygon of b(t), hence two successive points are m-

increasing (or equal). This property is preserved by the de Casteljau algorithm as

j increases and thus holds at j = n for (b0
0, . . . ,b

n
0, . . . ,b

0
n). Hence b−(t) and b+(t)

are (weakly) bcp-increasing in direction m. The common control point bn
0 is the

unique maximizer of 〈m, · 〉 in the set {b0
0, . . . ,b

n
0} and its unique minimizer in the

set {bn
0, . . . ,b

0
n}. This implies conv{b0

0, . . . ,b
n
0}∩ conv{bn

0, . . . ,b
0
n} = {bn

0}.
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We call a weakly bcp-monotone Bézier curve b(t) = ∑n
i=0 biB

n
i (t) straight if b0, . . . ,bn

are collinear.

Lemma 4. Let b(t) = ∑n
i=0 biB

n
i (t) be a weakly bcp-monotone Bézier curve.

(i) If b(t) is straight, then b([0,1]) = conv{bi}i = b(0)b(1).
(ii) If b(t) is not straight, b((0,1)) is contained in the interior of conv{bi}i.

By Lemma 3(ii), the enclosing polygon f of b has b(0) and b(1) among its ver-

tices. We will use f in place of b as an edge in a planar graph. This prompts the

following definition: A fat edge is a convex polygon f , two of whose vertices are

distinguished as endpoints, in our case: b(0) and b(1). A fat planar graph is an

undirected graph (V,F) with a finite set V ⊆R
2 of fat vertices and a finite edge set

F of fat edges with endpoints in V such that any intersection point of two distinct

fat edges is a common endpoint.
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3 The snap rounding algorithm for

Bézier curves

Consider the half-open unit pixel U := [−1
2
, +1

2
)× [−1

2
, +1

2
). We partition R

2

into pixels a +U around centers a ∈ Z
2. Each point (x,y) ∈ R

2 is contained in a

unique pixel with center ρ((x,y)) = (bx + 1
2
c, by + 1

2
c). A straight-line segment

pq passes through a pixel V if V ∩pq 6= /0 and V ∩{p,q} = /0. As in straight-line

snap rounding, we say that pq and a point r conflict if pq passes through the pixel

around r.

Let S be an input set of non-overlapping Bézier curves. We assume pixel

boundaries to be in general position to S. In particular, we assume that intersec-

tions of curves, irregular points and self-intersections lie in the interiors of pixels,

and that no curve intersects a pixel boundary tangentially or in a corner.

An implementation can overcome this restriction by adding a randomized frac-

tional offset vector v to the integer grid. As all significant points have to lie on

either side of the pixel boundary, but never on it, an implementation can choose

the coordinates of v randomly bit after bit and never has to commit to an exact

value. In expectancy, the required number of bits is logarithmic in the number of

comparisons made. For ease of exposition, we do not consider this in the sequel

and simply make the assumptions stated above.

Our algorithm receives as input the set S of Bézier curves, which we call ur-

curves. In a preprocessing phase, we subdivide urcurves into bcp-monotone

pieces. In two further subdivision phases, we achieve that their enclosing poly-

gons form a fat planar graph T (graph building phase), and that there are no

conflicts between control points and straight-line segments linking them (conflict

removal phase). In principle, we are then be ready for rounding, but this would

not yet produce good results, because our algorithm subdivides a lot; and often

this merely serves to enclose a curve more tightly but is not required for rounding.

Hence there is a merging phase for subcurves before they are rounded and output

in the rounding phase. Figure 3.1, computed by our experimental implementa-

tion, shows an example of avoidable fragmentation.
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Figure 3.1: The left side shows seven intersecting Bézier curves, which form

the letters SCG. Computing their snap-rounded arrangement has resulted in 35

different fragments. For demonstration purposes, the right side shows the rounded

arrangement that would result if merging was not applied. The top parts of letters

S and G are needlessly fragmented.

3.1 The preprocessing phase

If an urcurve does not have an irregular point, repeated subdivision will partition

it into bcp-monotone pieces. (Proof: If 0 /∈ b′([0,1]), repeated subdivision of b′(t)
will refine its polygonal enclosure away from 0. Eventually, Lemma 1 applies to

all subcurves.) But what if there is an irregular point? By our genericity assump-

tion, this point lies in the interior of a pixel. Under repeated subdivision, it will

end up on a subcurve that is trivial, meaning all its control points are in the same

pixel. We can round a trivial curve to a single vertex, namely the center of the

pixel containing it. Hence we can reduce it, already before rounding, to one of its

endpoints (or both), which will round to a vertex at the pixel center and represent

the irregular point.

So the preprocessing phase takes a set S, initially the set of urcurves, and

as long as there is a curve b ∈ S, b is extracted from S and examined. If b is

bcp-monotone, b is added to the set Q. If b is not bcp-monotone but trivial,

the endpoint b(0) is added to the set Q. Otherwise, b is subdivided and both

subcurves are put back into S. When S has become empty, the preprocessing

phase terminates with output Q.

3.2 The graph building phase

In this phase, we insert curves from Q and their endpoints into a fat planar graph T .

For each fat edge of T , we do not just store the curve b it stands for, but also the
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urcurve ur[b] of which it is a subcurve, and its parameter interval [t0, t1] on the

urcurve. For each fat vertex v of T , we store its preimages; that is, all pairs

(ur[b], tv) of an urcurve and a parameter tv ∈ [0,1] such that ur[b](tv) is the point

at which vertex v resides.

We insert any points in Q as vertices into T . While there is a curve b ∈ Q,

we extract it from Q and check whether there is an obstacle to the insertion of its

enclosing polygon as a fat edge into T . An obstacle is a fat edge or fat vertex in T

that has an intersection point with the fat edge to be inserted other than a common

endpoint. If there is no obstacle, we simply insert the new fat edge and reiterate.

If there is an obstacle, we need to do subdivision. In the general case, we remove

one of the obstacles from T , subdivide both the removed obstacle and b, and put

their subcurves back into Q. However, there are special cases: If an endpoint of

one fat edge (that is, b(0), b(1), or a fat vertex of T ) is a non-endpoint of another

fat edge, only the other fat edge’s curve is subdivided, because an endpoint is a

point on the curve and will not go away by subdivision. If a curve is trivial, we do

not subdivide it further, we discard it (but retain the endpoints).

If two curves are to be subdivided, and the intersection of their enclosing poly-

gons lies inside one pixel V , then, as an optimization, one can split both curves at

V , discard the small intersecting pieces inside V , and attain non-intersecting sub-

curves ending at V . This reproduces the method from CAGD practice [18, §3.7]

for intersection of long flat curves in our framework, with “inside one pixel” in

place of “error < ε”. It improves on repeated subdivision at α = 1
2

by replacing

binary search with direct computation.

3.3 The conflict removal phase

In this phase, we subdivide edges of T . That means, we remove an edge, subdi-

vide the curve it stands for, and then re-insert the enclosing polygons of the two

resulting subcurves into T . This re-insertion never faces an obstacle in T : The

two new fat edges are subsets of the removed fat edge, so no other fat edge is an

obstacle to their insertion, and by Lemma 3(iii), they are not obstacles to each

other.

We subdivide edges for two reasons. One reason is to ensure that each curve

remains weakly bcp-monotone when rounded. The primary reason, however, is

to remove conflicts between points and segments in the sense of straight-line snap

rounding: A control point r of some curve must not conflict with a straight-line

segment pq between two control points of another curve; otherwise, ρ(r) might

end up on the wrong side of ρ(p)ρ(q). For this, we need to consider the whole

control clique, or CC, of a Bézier curve, that is the graph of all control points and

all straight-line segments between them.
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Conflict removal proceeds as follows:

If there exists a fat edge f and a fat vertex v that is not an endpoint of f such

that v conflicts with a CC edge of the curve represented by f , then we subdivide

f and reiterate.

If there exist two distinct fat edges such that a CC vertex of one conflicts with

a CC edge of the other, we subdivide both and reiterate.

If there exists a non-trivial fat edge f representing a Bézier curve ∑i biB
n
i (t)

such that its rounding ∑i ρ(bi)B
n
i (t) is not weakly bcp-monotone, then we subdi-

vide f and reiterate.

If none of the three conditions applies, the conflict removal phase terminates. This

happens in the worst case when every urcurve has been subdivided into pieces that

are either trivial or have a weakly monotone control polygon (p, . . . ,p,q, . . . ,q)
that connects two adjacent pixels.

All we have done so far is to subdivide urcurves and to and discard some trivial

subcurves (except at least one endpoint of each). We call the remaining subcurves

the unrounded fragments.

Proposition 5. Let b be a non-trivial unrounded fragment. Let V = ρ(bi0)+U

be a pixel that contains a control point of b and a control point q of another

unrounded fragment. Then conv{bi}i ∩∂V is connected.

The symbol ∂ denotes the boundary of a point set. The proposition follows di-

rectly from the next lemma.

Lemma 6. With notation as above, conv{bi}i \V is connected.

Proof. Elementary arguments (see appendix) show: every connected component

C1 contains a control point b j1 . A second connected component C2 3 b j2 gives

rise to a segment b j1b j2 , which is a subset of conv{bi}i but, by disconnectedness,

not of conv{bi}i \V . Hence b j1b j2 conflicts with q at V , a contradiction.

3.4 The merging phase

We will now reduce fragmentation by merging certain chains of unrounded frag-

ments. A chain is a sequence e = (b1, . . . ,bk) of fragments that have a common

urcurve b = ur[b j] and whose parameter intervals [t0[b j], t1[b j]] on b are adja-

cent, that is, t1[b j] = t0[b j+1]. We call a chain trivial if all fragments on it are

trivial. We can regard the chain e as one subcurve ce(t) = ∑n
i=0 ce

i Bn
i (t) of b that

corresponds to the parameter interval Ie := [t0[b1], t1[bk]] of b. If the chain e is

non-trivial, so is the curve ce. The control points of each unrounded fragment

b j on ce are convex combinations b
j
i = ∑n

`=0 µ`c
e
`, with coefficients µ` that de-

pend only on the parameter subinterval of b j on ce, not on the location of control

points. So when we round ce(t) = ∑n
i=0 ce

i Bn
i (t) to ρce(t) = ∑n

i=0 ρ(ce
i )B

n
i (t), this
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implicitly moves b
j
i = ∑n

`=0 µ`c
e
` to b̃

j
i = ∑n

`=0 µ`ρ(ce
`). Except for b1

0 = ce(0) and

bk
n = ce(1), all control points b

j
i are rounded to locations b̃

j
i , which, in general, are

not pixel centers. This requires new ideas to rule out inversion of topology during

rounding.

The first idea is this: The displacements b̃
j
i −b

j
i are elements of the inverted

unit pixel −U , because ρ(ce
i )− ce

i is an element of the convex set −U for all i.

We define the pixel neighbourhood N(p) of a point p to be the pixel around p

and its eight neighbours; that is, N(p) := (ρ(p) + {−1,0,+1}2) +U . Objects

outside N(b j
i ) cannot collide with b

j
i during rounding, as we will see in the proof

of Lemma 11.

The second idea addresses objects inside N(b
j
i ), provided that they have the

same urcurve b. This is to be expected for nearby fragments on the same chain.

We will build a subcurve of b comprising everything that is in the pixel neigh-

bourhood of a control point b
j
i and make sure that this curve is bcp-monotone

after rounding; then Lemma 3(iii) yields separation of the rounded fragments.

To guarantee bcp-monotonicity after rounding, we modify the criterion for bcp-

monotonicity from Lemma 1 by introducing some slack: We say that a Bézier

curve b(t) = ∑n
i=0 biB

n
i (t) is λ -robustly bcp-monotone if

0 /∈ intconv
(

{∆b0, . . . ,∆bn−1}+λ{−1,+1}2
)

, λ > 0. (3.1)

If b is bcp-monotone, there exists a maximal value of λ that satisfies (3.1), and we

call it the robustness number of b. It indicates how much larger a curve c has to

be compared to its subcurve b so that the bcp-monotonicity of b is not destroyed

when the control points of c are translated by vectors from −U .

Lemma 7. Consider c(t) = ∑n
i=0 ciB

n
i (t) and its subcurve b(t) = c((1− t)a+ tb)

with 0 ≤ a < b ≤ 1. Let c be (b−a)-robustly bcp-monotone. Then there exists a

unit-length vector m with the following property:

Whenever a perturbed curve c̃(t) = ∑n
i=0 c̃iB

n
i (t) satisfies the error bound ei :=

c̃i − ci ∈ −U for i = 0, . . . ,n, then its subcurve b̃(t) = c̃((1− t)a+ tb) is still bcp-

increasing in direction m.

Proof. Let C = intconv
(

{∆b0, . . . ,∆bn−1}+(b−a){−1,+1}2
)

. By (3.1), we

have 0 /∈ C, so there is a half-plane 〈m, · 〉 > 0 containing C. The lemma claims

〈m,∆b̃i〉 > 0 for all i. To prove this, we show ∆b̃i −∆bi ∈ (b−a)(−1,+1)2 and

thus ∆b̃i ∈C. To do so, we invoke the theory of blossoms [19] [18, 3.1] [4, 4.7].

There exists a unique n-affine symmetric form c[t1, . . . , tn] with c(t) = c[t, . . . , t].
The control points of b are bi = c[a, . . . ,a,b, . . . ,b], where exactly i arguments

are a. From t = t · 1 + (1− t) · 0 it follows that c[. . .t . . .] = tc[. . .1 . . .] + (1−
t)c[. . .0 . . .]; hence ∆bi = c[. . .b . . .]− c[. . .a . . .] = (b−a)(c[. . .1 . . .]− c[. . .0 . . .])
and so ∆b̃i − ∆bi = (b− a)(e[. . .1 . . .]− e[. . .0 . . .]) ∈ (b− a)(−U +U) = (b−
a)(−1,+1)2, as desired.
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Now we give conditions (M1–3) under which a chain e = (b1, . . . ,bk) with urcurve

b can be merged. The fat vertices at b1
0 and bk

n are the endpoints of e. The fat

vertices at b2
0, . . . ,b

k
0 are fat inner vertices of e. The remaining control points b

j
i

(1 ≤ j ≤ k, 0 < i < n) are thin inner vertices of e.

(M1) An inner fat vertex v of e has only one preimage (b, tv) (see §3.2)

and exactly two incident fat edges. (Necessarily, these two fat

edges are the two unrounded fragments of e incident to v, and tv
is the common boundary point of their parameter intervals on b.)

For a point p, we let N (p) denote the set comprising all fat vertices v ∈N(p)\{p}
of T and comprising all fat edges f of T such that N(p) intersects an edge of

CC( f ) which does not have p as an endpoint.

(M2) For an inner vertex v of e, all elements of N (v) have the same

urcurve b as the chain e.

Suppose (M2) holds. If v is an inner fat vertex, let Iv be the smallest subinterval

of [0,1] that contains the parameter values of b for the elements of N (v)∪{v}; or

formally, Iv = conv(b−1(N (v)∪{v})). Likewise, if v is an inner thin vertex of e

belonging to fat edge f , let Iv = conv(b−1(N (v)∪{ f})). In either case, denote

by hv be the subcurve of b corresponding to Iv. We call hv the neighbourhood

curve of v. In case v is an inner fat vertex with N (v) = /0, Iv has only one element.

Otherwise, hv is non-constant, because b is non-constant. The control points of hv

are convex combinations of c0, . . . ,cn with fixed coefficients, so going from c to

ρc turns hv into the rounded neighbourhood curve h̃v, as for fragments. Let λhv be

the robustness number of hv, or 0 if hv is constant. Recall that Ie is the parameter

interval of ce on b.

(M3) For an inner vertex v of e, it holds that Iv ⊆ Ie and |Iv|/|Ie| ≤ λhv.

We call a chain e admissible if it satisfies (M1–3) or consists of just one fragment.

Given the fat graph T as resulting from the conflict removal phase, the merging

phase computes admissible chains of maximal length by first forming maximal

candidate chains satisfying (M1) and then breaking up candidate chains iteratively

until (M2) and (M3) are also satisfied or until the length has dropped to 1. Trivial

chains are thrown away. The output of the merging phase are the curves ce for

all non-trivial maximal admissible chains e. We call these curves the unrounded

meta-fragments. Each meta-fragment ce arises either from a chain of length k =
1, in which case we call ce a singleton, or from a chain of length k ≥ 2 that

satisfies (M1–3). Let E be the set of all unrounded meta-fragments. Let V ∗ be

the set of all fat vertices of T except the inner fat vertices of meta-fragments. The

graph (V ∗,E) is the unrounded form of the arrangement that we compute.

Observe that every non-trivial fragment appears in exactly one meta-fragment;

every trivial fragment appears in at most one meta-fragment. If a fragment appears
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in a non-singleton meta-fragment, we call it merged, otherwise unmerged. If p is

a control point of a merged fragment and is not the endpoint of its meta-fragment,

we call p merged, otherwise unmerged. We say two unrounded fragments have a

common neighbourhood curve h, if they belong to the same meta-fragment c, and

c has an inner vertex v such that h = hv comprises both fragments. By (M3) in

conjunction with Lemma 7, its rounding h̃ is bcp-monotone.

3.5 The rounding phase

We obtain a snap rounding A′ of the arrangement A induced by the set S of ur-

curves as follows. The vertex set of A′ is V ′ := ρV ∗ = {ρ(v) | v ∈ V ∗}. This

unites previously distinct vertices within a pixel. The edge set is E ′ := ρE :=
{ρce | e ∈ E}, whose elements we call rounded meta-fragments. Each rounded

meta-fragment ρc is computed from a corresponding unrounded meta-fragment

c by just rounding each control point ci to ρ(ci). (As c is non-trivial, ρc is non-

constant.) In our graph, we regard ρc as an edge from vertex ρc(0) to vertex

ρc(1). That concludes the algorithm. We analyze the properties of A′ in the next

section.
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4 Geometric analysis

To what extent does the rounded arrangement A′ reflect the geometry of the true

arrangement A?

Theorem 8. Let c be an unrounded meta-fragment. The rounded meta-fragment

ρc lies in the sausage region c([0,1])+ (−U) of c, and thus also in the sausage

region of the urcurve b of c. Conversely, let b be an urcurve. Then there exists a

subset Fb of V ′∪E ′ such that b([0,1]) is contained in (
⋃

Fb)+U. Finally, let p

be an endpoint of an urcurve, an irregular point of an urcurve, a self-intersection

point of an urcurve, or an intersection point of two urcurves. Then ρ(p) is a vertex

in V ′.

Proof. Consider c. For any t ∈ [0,1] we have (ρc)(t)− c(t) = ∑n
i=0(ρ(ci)−

ci)B
n
i (t) ∈ −U , The claim on b is immediate from c([0,1]) ⊆ b([0,1]). The con-

verse inclusion holds, because the only subcurves b∗ of b that we ever delete are

trivial, but we retain the endpoint b∗(0) as a non-mergeable fat vertex, and we have

b∗([0,1]) ⊆ ρ(b1(0))+U . The statement on p is easily verified by inspection of

the algorithm.

So much for approximate preservation of metric properties; now we turn to the

topological properties of A′. We generalize the approach of [8] from independent

straight-line segments to our setting with enclosing polygons: We view rounding

as a deformation Ds continuous in time s ∈ [0,1] that interpolates between “zero

snaproundedness” at s = 0 and “full snaproundedness” at s = 1. Ds deforms the

control cliques of unrounded fragments to the control cliques of rounded frag-

ments.1 To define Ds, we distinguish those pixels as hot that contain unmerged

control points of at least two different unrounded fragments.

Lemma 9. No control clique edge passes through a hot pixel.

All control points in a hot pixel are unmerged and thus round to the pixel center.

1This notion of “deformation” matches [8]. It is not a deformation of the entire plane as in [16].
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Proof. The first claim is an immediate consequence of conflict removal: If a CC

edge of one unrounded fragment would pass through a hot pixel, there would still

be a conflict with the CC vertex of the other fragment. For the second claim,

assume there is a merged control point r in the hot pixel. Its neighbourhood curve

h has to comprise both unmerged control points. As the unmerged control points

coincide in the pixel center after rounding, this contradicts the bcp-monotonicity

of h̃.

This lemma does not hold for a pixel with just one control point, hence our new

definition of “hot”.

Consider the control clique of an unrounded fragment b j. For every hot pixel

V , we split a CC edge pq by introducing an additional vertex a wherever the

edge intersects the pixel boundary ∂V , and we assign the center of V as rounded

position ã to the vertex a. (If pq intersects the common boundary line segment of

two adjacent hot pixels, this means we introduce two new vertices at that point,

one belonging to each hot pixel.) The result of this we call extended control clique,

or ECC. There are three kinds of vertices in an ECC: the boundary vertices which

we just introduced; the internal vertices inside and the external vertices outside

hot pixels. Likewise, there are two kinds of ECC edges: internal edges within hot

pixels and external edges outside hot pixels. By Lemma 9, all internal edges have

at least one internal vertex among their endpoints.

Let us now define how Ds acts on ECCs. Each ECC vertex a has been assigned

a rounded position ã. (For control points this was done in §3.4.) Ds interpolates

ECC vertices linearly: Ds(a) = (1−s)a+sã. We have Ds(p)−p∈ s(−1
2
, +1

2
]2 =

−s ·U for internal and external ECC vertices (i.e., fragment control points) and

Ds(a)− a ∈ s[−1
2
, +1

2
]2 for boundary ECC vertices. For an ECC edge pq, we

define Ds(pq) = Ds(p)Ds(q).
At s = 1, all ECC boundary vertices and internal edges collapse with the re-

spective internal vertices at pixel centers. Thus, the deformed ECC coincides with

the control clique of the rounded fragment.

For any s ∈ [0,1], the deformed ECC is a graph in the plane; its edges are

straight-line segments that may cross. If we imagine further vertices at crossing

points (crossing vertices), we have a planar graph with exactly one unbounded

face. The union of all vertices, edges, and bounded faces is a closed polygon,

which we call ECC polygonPs(b
j) of the fragment b j at time s. We haveP0(b

j) =

conv{b
j
i }i and P1(b

j) = conv{b̃
j
i }i, so that the ECC polygon encloses the frag-

ment at s = 0 and s = 1, respectively. This is the link between the ECC polygons

and curves. However, we have no control over curves defined by control points

Ds(b
j
i ) for 0 < s < 1, because we cannot break Bézier control polygons at the

boundaries of hot pixels.
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Figure 4.1: extended control cliques under the deformation Ds at s = 0 (left) and

s = 1
2

(right).

How do deformed ECC polygons interact? We begin with the case of a com-

mon neighbourhood curve.

Proposition 10. Let c be an unrounded meta-fragment of degree n that consists

of fragments b1, . . . ,bk. Consider indices 1 ≤ j1 < j2 ≤ k such that b j1 and b j2

have a common neighbourhood curve h.

(i) If j2 > j1 +1, then ∀s ∈ [0,1] : Ps(b
j1)∩Ps(b

j2) = /0.

(ii) If j2 = j1 +1, then ∀s∈ [0,1] : Ps(b
j1)∩Ps(b

j2) = {Ds(b
j1
n )}= {Ds(b

j2
0 )}.

Proof. We show (ii); the proof of (i) is similar and simpler. Overloading nota-

tion, let Ds(hi) = (1− s)hi + sh̃i. By (M3) and Lemma 7, there exists m such

that Ds(h0), . . . ,Ds(hn) is m-increasing for all s ∈ [0,1]. By Lemma 3(iii), also

Ds(b
j1
0 ), Ds(b

j1
1 ), . . . , Ds(b

j1
n−1), Ds(b

j1
n ) =Ds(b

j2
0 ), Ds(b

j2
1 ), . . . , Ds(b

j2
n ) is m-

increasing. Thus, the line `s(x) := 〈m,x−Ds(b
j1
n )〉 separates the internal and

external ECC vertices of b j1 from those of b j2 , except for Ds(b
j1
n ) = Ds(b

j2
0 ).

Likewise, `s separates the boundary ECC vertices: This holds for s = 0 and s = 1,

because then the boundary vertices are convex combinations of CC edge end-

points. So if a is any boundary ECC vertex, the linear expression `s(Ds(a)) has

the same sign at s = 0 and s = 1 and hence at any s ∈ [0,1]. It follows that the half-

planes `s( ·) ≶ 0 contain one ECC polygon each, except for the common vertex

Ds(b
j1
n ) on the boundary line.

Now we look at fragments without common neighbourhood curve.

Lemma 11 (Main Lemma). Consider two unrounded fragments b and b∗ that

do not have a common neighbourhood curve. Let pq be an ECC edge of b and r

an ECC vertex of b∗ such that r /∈ {p,q}.

(i) ∀s ∈ [0,1) : Ds(r) /∈ Ds(p)Ds(q).
(ii) D1(r) /∈ D1(p)D1(q) ∨ D1(r) ∈ {D1(p),D1(q)}.

If r is an external ECC vertex, the second alternative is excluded.

Proof. We begin with an observation on a hot pixel a+U (a ∈Z
2). Consider the

squares Qs = a+(1−s)[−1
2
,+1

2
]2. Q0 is the closure of the hot pixel. By Lemma 9,

all ECC vertices in it round to a. Thus, for all ECC vertices and edges in Q0, Ds
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acts as the affine shrinking map Q0 → Qs. For s < 1, this map is bijective, but for

s = 1, the entire pixel collapses to Q1 = {a}. Let u be any point on any ECC edge

vw outside Q0. There is a line ` comprising a boundary edge of Q0 that separates

u from the pixel. We assume w.l.o.g. that it is the left edge of Q0. Then ` equals

`0, where `s := a + ({−1
2
(1− s)}×R). The speed vector d

ds
Ds(u) is a convex

combination of d
ds
Ds(v), d

ds
Ds(w) and thus an element of [−1

2
, +1

2
]2. However,

the line `s moves right with speed 1
2
, so for all s ∈ [0,1], the point Ds(u) remains

left and Qs remains right of or on `s.

We have thus shown: No point on an ECC edge, in particular no ECC vertex,

moves from the outside into a shrinking hot pixel during the deformation D. We

can now prove the lemma by case distinction.

Case 1: pq is an internal edge. If r lies outside the hot pixel comprising

pq, it never enters that pixel and thus cannot become a point of Ds(p)Ds(q) for

any s. If r lies inside that hot pixel or on its boundary, then initially r /∈ pq, be-

cause r is neither an endpoint (by premise) nor any other point (by construction).

Hence Ds(r) /∈ Ds(p)Ds(q) for s < 1, proving (i); and {D1(r)} = D1(p)D1(q),
proving (ii).

Case 2: pq is an external edge. First, let r be an internal or boundary ECC

vertex of some hot pixel Q0. The points of Ds(p)Ds(q) stay outside the shrinking

hot pixel Qs, with the potential exception of an endpoint Ds(p) that is a boundary

ECC vertex of Qs and coincides with Ds(r) in the pixel center at s = 1.

Next, let r be an unmerged external ECC vertex. We have D1(r) = ρ(r), and

we know from conflict removal that pq does not intersect ρ(r)+U . In complete

analogy to the argument above, we see that Ds(p)Ds(q) does not enter the shrink-

ing pixel containing Ds(r), so Ds(r) /∈ Ds(p)Ds(q) for all s ∈ [0,1].
Finally, let r be a merged external ECC vertex. It moves from D0(r) = r ∈

ρ(r)+U along Ds(r) ∈ r +(−s) ·U ⊆ ρ(r)+(U +(−U)) = ρ(r)+(−1,+1)2.

Since b and b∗ have no common neighbourhood curve, pq does not intersect

N(r) = ρ(r)+ [−3
2
,+3

2
)2. As s grows, no point on Ds(p)Ds(q) changes by more

than 1
2

in any coordinate. Hence Ds(p)Ds(q)∩ (ρ(r)+(−1,+1)2) = /0 for all s,

proving the claim.

Proposition 12. Let the two unrounded fragments b and b∗ not have a common

neighbourhood curve.

(i) If P0(b)∩P0(b
∗) = /0, then

Ps(b)∩Ps(b
∗) =

{

/0 for s < 1,

∂P1(b)∩∂P1(b
∗) for s = 1.

(ii) If P0(b)∩P0(b
∗) 6= /0, then P0(b)∩P0(b

∗) = {r} where r is a common
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endpoint, and

Ps(b)∩Ps(b
∗) =

{

{Ds(r)} for s < 1,

∂P1(b)∩∂P1(b
∗) ⊇ {D1(r)} for s = 1.

Proof. By construction, conv{bi}i and conv{b∗
i }i intersect at most in common

endpoints. If they had two endpoints in common, then, by convexity, also the

straight-line segment joining them – a contradiction. This shows the initial claim

in (ii). For the remainder, we defer the technicalities to the appendix and just state

the general principle: By continuity of Ds, a common interior point cannot occur

for any s ≤ 1, because this would require an additional common boundary point

at s′ < s, but that is excluded by Lemma 11(i).

Corollary 13. All control points of b̃ in ∂P1(b)∩∂P1(b
∗) are also control points

of b̃∗ and vice versa; so ∂P1(b)∩∂P1(b
∗) is a chain of common boundary ver-

tices and edges. If, after rounding, b̃i = b̃∗
j , then bi, b∗

j are unmerged control

points or have already been equal before rounding.

Proof. Immediate with Lemma 11(ii); noting that merged control points are ex-

ternal ECC vertices.

Remark 14. The statements of the preceding proposition and corollary include

the statements of Proposition 10 as special cases and are thus valid for any pair of

fragments.

We are now ready to prove that the rounded vertices and edges of A′ really form

an arrangement.

Proposition 15. Consider two meta-fragments c, c∗ and the edges of A′ resulting

from them after rounding. If ρc([0,1]) 6= ρc∗([0,1]), then ρc([0,1])∩ρc∗([0,1])⊆
{ρc(0), ρc(1)} (“intersections are endpoints”).

Proof. If c is non-singleton, it is immediate from Corollary 13 that the polygonal

enclosure of ρc meets the enclosing polygon of any fragment of ρc∗ at most in

ρc(0) or ρc(1). Hence let c be a singleton meta-fragment and distinguish two

cases. If ρc is not straight, ρc((0,1)) ⊆ intconv{ρ(c)i}i by Lemma 4(ii), and

that set is disjoint from the polygonal enclosure of ρc∗ by Proposition 12. So let

ρc be straight and singleton. As ρc([0,1]) is equal to the ECC edge ρ(c0)ρ(cn),
the control points b̃0, . . . , b̃n′ of any fragment b̃ of ρc∗ can coincide with ρ(c0) or

ρ(cn) but not, by Lemma 11(ii), with ρ(c1), . . . ,ρ(cn−1). So if a boundary edge

b̃ j1 b̃ j2 of conv{b̃i}i intersects ρ(c0)ρ(cn) in more than either ρ(c0) or ρ(cn), then

b̃ j1 b̃ j2 = ρ(c0)ρ(cn). In that case, we distinguish further whether b̃ is straight. If

not, the boundary edge b̃ j1 b̃ j2 does not contain a point of ρc∗ except maybe at its
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endpoints, so the claim holds. But if b̃ is straight, then both ρc and b̃ have control

polygons ρ(c(0)), . . . ,ρ(c(0)),ρ(c(1)), . . .,ρ(c(1)) and hence are equal (as point

sets).

Corollary 16. If c 6= c∗ and ρc([0,1]) = ρc∗([0,1]), then ρc and ρc∗ are straight

singleton meta-fragments whose control polygons consist of repetitions of one

endpoint followed by repetitions of the other endpoint.

Proposition 17. Let ρc be a rounded meta-fragment. If 0 < t < 1, then ρc′(t) 6= 0

(“no interior irregular points”). If 0≤ t1 < t2 ≤ 1 and ρc(t1) = ρc(t2), then t1 = 0

and t2 = 1 (“no interior self-intersection”).

Proof (sketch). The full proof does not provide new insights, so we defer it to the

appendix. Its basic ideas are: (i) (weak) bcp-monotonicity of rounded (un)merged

fragments excludes irregular points; (ii) interior self-intersections are excluded by

Propositions 10 and 12, similar to the proof of Proposition 15.

The topology of an arrangement is given by the cyclic order of edges around

vertices. So we show that the orientation of any three edges adjacent to one vertex

in A′, if not destroyed by collape of edges, agrees with the unrounded situation.

In an arrangement of curves, there may be loops. Hence we do not consider entire

edges ρc, consisting of fragments b̃1, . . . , b̃k, but instead the terminal fragment b̃1

or b̃k of each edge.

Theorem 18. Consider a vertex a∈Z
2 of A′. Let ρc1, ρc2, ρc3 be three rounded

meta-fragments incident to a. For j = 1,2,3, let b̃ j be a terminal fragment of ρc j

incident to a so that the cyclic order of (b̃1, b̃2, b̃3) around a is positive (i.e.,

counterclockwise). For j = 1,2,3, there exist intersection points p j of unrounded

fragments b j([0,1]) and the pixel boundary A := ∂ (a +U). Furthermore, any

triple (p1,p2,p3) of such points has positive cyclic order on the topological circle

A.

Proof. Let j ∈ {1,2,3}. Exactly one of b j(0), b j(1) lies in V = a +U : if b j is

merged, this follows from Lemma 9; if b j is unmerged, we know b̃ j is weakly

bcp-monotone, so ρ(b
j
0) = b̃ j(0) 6= b̃ j(1) = ρ(b

j
n), hence only one endpoint them

rounds to a, the other one lies outside V . In either case, b j intersects A = ∂V

in some point p j. By Proposition 5, any choice of p j ∈ conv{b
j
i }i ∩ A results

in the same cyclic order of (p1,p2,p3), so the sets conv{b
j
i }i ∩A have a well-

defined cyclic order on A; in particular, this is the cyclic order of any triple

p j ∈ b j([0,1])∩A, j = 1,2,3. It remains to argue that this cyclic order of ECC

polygons is preserved during rounding. This is because Ds shrinks pixel bound-

aries continuously for all s∈ [0,1] and bijectively for s < 1. If no collapse happens

at s = 1, the cyclic order is preserved.
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5 Concluding remarks and future

work

We have presented a new algorithm for approximate arrangement computation of

Bézier curves. Its salient and novel feature are the topological guarantees on the

output; in particular, inversions of topology are avoided. Thereby, the algorithm

produces a geometric rounding of the true arrangement induced by its input. To

achieve this, we have replaced the ε-approximation of points in conventional in-

tersection algorithms with locating points in a pixel grid, followed by generalized

snap rounding of control polygons onto the grid. Regarding implementation, we

remark that for input control points whose coordinates are integers, or more gener-

ally finite binary fractions, all control point coordinates constructed are also finite

binary fractions; costly rational and algebraic coordinates are avoided.

Clearly, the number of subdivisions determines the complexity of the algo-

rithm. Unfortunately, this number has no bound in terms of the number of input

curves: even for two curves, any fixed number of subdivisions may be insuffi-

cient. Despite this shortcoming, intersection computation by repeated subdivision

is very widely used in practice, and adding a guard against inversion of topology

has its merits. It remains for future work to identify good parameters for a rigorous

analysis.

We have given a deformation proof for topology preservation when rounding

chains of fragments (Section 4), which is applicable to a wider class of algorithms.

Such algorithms may drive subdivision and merging in more sophisticated ways,

e.g., to allow a unique static definition of the output in terms of the input geometry,

or to attain guarantees on the success of merging in terms of the input geometry.

We expect that our proof technique may serve as a starting point for research

into rounding arrangements of other classes of curves that are defined in terms of

control points, or consist of Bézier pieces, such as B-splines.
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Appendix A Proof details

In the proof of Lemma 6 (page 11), we claimed that any connected component

C1 of conv{bi}i \V has to contain some control point b j1 .

Proof of claim. C1 6= /0, so there exists p ∈C1. As p /∈V , there exists a half-plane

H that contains p but is disjoint from V . As the complementary half-plane R2 \H

is convex but does not contain the element p of conv{bi}i, it cannot contain all

points bi. Hence there is b j1 ∈ H; it remains to show b j1 ∈ C1. To see this, we

observe that conv{bi}i∩H is convex and thus connected. As p ∈ conv{bi}i∩H ⊆
conv{bi}i \V , it follows that conv{bi}i ∩H ⊆C1 and so b j1 ∈C1.

Proof of Proposition 12 (page 18). We already showed that P0(b)∩P0(b
∗) con-

tains at most a common endpoint but did not carry out the arguments “by continu-

ity”. We begin with claim (i). Let N denote the total number of internal, boundary,

and external vertices in the ECCs of b and b∗. All their possible positions in the

plane are given by N pairs of coordinates. Concatenating them, we get one vector

in R
2N . Vice versa, any vector in R

2N gives positions for the ECC vertices and

thus defines two ECC polygons Q and Q∗. We consider two subsets of R2N de-

fined by conditions on Q and Q∗ as resulting from the respective vertex positions.

U1 = {Q∩Q∗ = /0} (“have no intersection”),

U2 = {intQ∩ intQ∗ 6= /0} (“have interior intersection”).

It is clear that U1 and U2 are open subsets of R2N , as their defining conditions

remain valid under sufficiently small perturbations of vertex locations. It is also

clear that the open sets U1 and U2 are disjoint. Thus, the topological space U1∪U2

is not connected. By the standard argument from elementary point-set topology,

it follows that there is no continuous path in U1 ∪U2 that connects a point in U1

with a point in U2; rather, any such path has to pass through the complement

C := R
2N \ (U1∪U2).
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The deformation Ds, s ∈ [0,1], induces a continuous path in R
2N , which starts

at s = 0 with an element of U1. We will demonstrate that it does not meet a point

in C for s < 1.

An easy argument shows: If two full-dimensional polygons (or more gener-

ally, two sets that are closures of open sets) have a common point that is an interior

point of one of them, then they also have a common point that is an interior point

of both of them. With that, we can describe C as

C = { /0 6= Q∩Q∗ = ∂Q∩∂Q∗} (“have boundary intersection only”).

If two polygons intersect in this way, then, by elementary geometric arguments,

there is a convex corner point v of one polygon that lies on a boundary edge of the

other polygon. Ds does not reach such a situation for s < 1: it does not happen

for an ECC vertex v because of Lemma 11(i); neither does it happen with an

additional crossing vertex v used for the definition of ECC polygons, because the

corner at a crossing vertex is always concave.

Let us summarize: We have partitioned the space R
2N of all possible ECC

vertex positions into the three sets U1, C, and U2. The path induced by Ds in

R
2N begins at s = 0 in U1. For s < 1, it does not meet C and is thus contained in

U1∪U2. However, the open sets U1 and U2 are disconnected, hence the path stays

in U1 for s < 1 and in U1 ∪C for s ≤ 1. That proves (i).

The argument for (ii) is similar but needs to take the following aspects into

account. When counting the number N of ECC vertices, the common vertex r

is counted only once. In all conditions on ECC polygons, “[no] intersection”

becomes “[no] intersection other than r”. The disconnectedness argument for

s < 1 is done in the topologigal space R
2N \E from which we have excluded the

exceptional positions

E = {another ECC vertex coincides with r}.

This is necessary, otherwise U1 would not be open. (If another ECC vertex of Q
is at point r, an arbitrarily small movement may bring it into the interior of Q∗.)

Lemma 11 guarantees that Ds does not reach E for s < 1.

Proof of Proposition 17 (page 20). If c is an unrounded singleton meta-fragment

consisting of one fragment b1, the claims are immediate from Lemma 3, since

it was explicitly checked during conflict removal that ρc = ρb1 is weakly bcp-

monotone. If c consists of b1, . . . ,bk, k > 1, then each rounded fragment b̃ j, being

a subcurve of some neighbourhood curve, is bcp-monotone and thus regular and

free of self-intersections at all points. It remains to argue that there is no interior

self-intersection of ρc arising from an intersection between two different rounded
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fragments b̃ j1 , b̃ j2 . If ρc is straight, this is immediate, so we may assume now

that ρc is not straight. It folllows that b̃ j1 , b̃ j2 are not straight and thus, with

the exception of endpoints, contained in the disjoint interiors of their enclosing

polygons. But Corollary 13 excludes collapse of merged fragment endpoints as

well.
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Appendix B Pseudocode

In pseudocode, we reserve bold-face letters for keywords and use variable names

like b even for vector-valued quantities. Each curve is represented as a sequence

b = (b0, . . . ,bn) of control points. We write b.first for b0 and b.last for bn. For

later use, we store the urcurve of which b is a subcurve in ur[b], together with

the parameter interval (t0[b], t1[b]) of ur[b] to which b corresponds. The func-

tion (b−,b+) := subdivide(b) performs de Casteljau subdivision of b and creates

entries for b− and b+ in ur[ ], t0[ ], and t1[ ]. For uniformity, a single point p is

represented as a Bézier curve b = (p) of degree 0.

B.1 The preprocessing phase

1: for each b in S do

2: ur[b] := b; t0[b] := 0; t1[b] := 1

3: od

4: Q := /0

5: while S 6= /0 do

6: b0 := S.pop()
7: if is bcp monotone(b0) then

8: Q.add(b0)
9: elsif is trivial(b0) then

10: b1 := (b0.first); Q.add(b1)
11: ur[b1] := ur[b0]; t0[b1] := t1[b1] := t0[b0]
12: else

13: (b1,b2) := subdivide(b0)
14: S.add(b1); S.add(b2)
15: fi

16: od
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B.2 The graph building phase

We use a number of operations on the fat graph T . Inserting an endpoint p is done

via v := T.get vertex(p) which returns the vertex v in T located at point p. If it

did not exist before, it is created. However, this can fail if point p lies on a fat

edge. This has to be queried in advance with T.can get vertex(p). If it returns

false, then T.obstacle(p) returns the fat edge containing p.

Inserting a convex polygon h as fat edge f from v to v′ is done by f :=
T.insert fat edge(v,v′,h,b). Here, b is the curve enclosed by f , which can later be

queried as T.curve( f ). Inserting a fat edge fails if it intersects any fat edge or fat

vertex of T in a point other than a common endpoint. This has to be queried in

advance via T.can insert fat edge(v,v′,h). If this returns false, T.obstacle(v,v′,h)
names one of the culprits (fat edge or fat vertex). (The exact strategy is not speci-

fied.) One can also delete a fat edge f from T using T.delete( f ).

17: T := ( /0, /0)
18: while Q 6= /0 do

19: R := /0 // relegated curves

20: b := Q.pop()
21: if degree(b) = 0 then

22: if ¬T.can get vertex(b.first) then

23: f := T.obstacle(b.first)
24: R.add(T.curve( f )); T.delete( f )
25: fi

26: v := T.get vertex(b.first)
27: T.preimages(v).add((ur[b], t0[b]))
28: else

29: p1 := b.first; p2 := b.last

30: for i from 1 to 2 do

31: if ¬T.can get vertex(pi) then

32: f := T.obstacle(pi)
33: R.add(T.curve( f )); T.delete( f )
34: fi

35: vi := T.get vertex(pi)
36: T.preimages(vi).add((ur[b], t i−1[b]))
37: od

38: h := conv hull(b)
39: if T.can insert fat edge(v1,v2,h) then

40: T.insert fat edge(v1,v2,h,b)
41: else

42: R.add(b)
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43: f := T.obstacle(v1,v2,h)
44: // f is either fat edge or fat vertex

45: if is fat edge( f ) then

46: R.add(T.curve( f )); T.delete( f )
47: fi

48: fi

49: fi

50: for each c0 in R do

51: if ¬is trivial(c0) then

52: (c1,c2) := subdivide(c0)
53: Q.add(c1); Q.add(c2)
54: fi

55: od

56: od

B.3 The conflict removal phase

The conflict removal phase requires certain existential queries on vertices and

edges of control cliques as detailed below. Given a fat edge f , we write CC( f ) for

the control clique of T.curve( f ). A fat edge f can be queried whether some point

p is one of its endpoints or not via f .ends at(p).

57: done := false

58: while ¬done do

59: L := /0

60: if ∃ fat edge f in T , fat vertex v in T , edge e in CC( f ):
61: ¬ f .ends at(v) ∧ conflicts(e,v) then

62: L.add( f )
63: elsif ∃ fat edges f , f ′ in T , vertex p in CC( f ), edge e in CC( f ′):
64: f 6= f ′ ∧ ¬ f .ends at(p) ∧ conflicts(e, p) then

65: L.add( f ); L.add( f ′)
66: elsif ∃ non-trivial fat edge f in T :

67: ¬is weakly bcp monotone(ρ(T.curve( f ))) then

68: L.add( f )
69: else

70: done := true

71: fi

72: for each f in L do

73: c0 := T.curve( f ); T.delete( f )
74: (c1,c2) := subdivide(c0)
75: v1 := T.get vertex(c0.first) // exists already
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76: v2 := T.get vertex(c2.first) // new vertex

77: T.preimages(v2).add((ur[c2], t0[c2]))
78: v3 := T.get vertex(c0.last) // exists already

79: for i from 1 to 2 do

80: T.insert fat edge(vi,vi+1,conv hull(ci),ci)
81: od

82: od

83: od

B.4 The merging phase

Given the fat graph T as resulting from the conflict removal phase, we perform the

merging of fat edges in it by marking those fat vertices of T that are to become in-

ner fat vertices of some chain. For this purpose, T maintains a flag T.is merged(v)
for each fat vertex v.

84: for each fat vertex v in T do

85: T.is merged(v) := (#(T.preimages(v)) = 1∧T.degree(v) = 2) // (M1)?

86: od

87: for each fat edge f in T do

88: Let v1,v2 be the endpoints of f

89: if T.is merged(v1)∨T.is merged(v2) then

90: b∗ := T.curve( f )
91: for i from 0 to degree(b∗) do

92: Compute N (b∗i )
93: if ∃ fat vertex v ∈ N (b∗i ): T.preimages(v) 6= {(ur[b∗], ...)}
94: ∨ ∃ fat edge f ′ ∈N (b∗i ): ur[T.curve( f ′)] 6= ur[b∗] then

95: T.is merged(v1) := false; T.is merged(v2) := false

96: break for // ends “for i” loop

97: fi

98: od

99: fi

100: od

101: Do DFS on T to compute the set Γ of all fat paths e of length two or more

102: in which precisely the endpoints have T.is merged( ·) = false.

103: while Γ 6= /0 do

104: Remove one fat path e = ( f 1, . . . , f k) from Γ
105: Let n be the common degree of all T.curve( f j)
106: for j from 2 to k do

107: Let v be the fat vertex joining f j−1 and f j.

108: if v violates (M3) then
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109: T.is merged(v) := false

110: if j > 2 then Γ := Γ∪{( f 1, . . . , f j−1)} fi

111: if j < k then Γ := Γ∪{( f j, . . . , f k)} fi

112: continue while // next iteration of “while Γ . . . ”

113: fi

114: od

115: for j from 1 to k do

116: Let fat vertices v1, v2 be the endpoints of f j

117: b j := T.curve( f j)
118: for i from 1 to n−1 do

119: Let v be the thin vertex at point b
j
i

120: Compute Iv from N (v)
121: if v violates (M3) then

122: T.is merged(v1) := false; T.is merged(v2) := false

123: if j > 2 then Γ := Γ∪{(b1, . . . ,b j−1)} fi

124: if j < k−1 then Γ := Γ∪{(b j+1, . . . ,bk)} fi

125: continue while // next iteration of “while Γ . . . ”

126: fi

127: od

128: od

129: od

The final values of the T.is merged( ·) flags define the merged curves we are going

to round. Hence V ∗ = {v∈V | ¬T.is merged(v)}. An unrounded meta-fragment is

a curve of the form ce where e = (b1, . . . ,bk) is a non-trivial chain with endpoints

in V ∗ whose inner fat vertices have T.is merged( ·) = true.
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